
Opens webpage

Landing page

Sign-in Sign-up

Enter 
name/psuedonym/nickname
/email/ agree to terms and 

conditions

Processes

Anon/psuedonym

Submit proposal

Name/Myself

Contest Proposals

Title/Body/AttachmentNew Proposal

Enter information for their 
proposal

Create proposals as

Take part!

Allied support

Tick to alert registered allies to boost or 
support your proposal

Flag

Tick to alert administrators if you’re 
worried about potential bullying

Community guidelines
Itemized list of what constitutes as 

bullying and commitment to safety + 
diversity

Landing page

clicks hyperlink from 
bullying to open new tab

User chooses from menu at the top of 
the page listing: home, processes, 
assemblies, and initiatives

They are now on a page that shows 
active ‘processes’. They click ‘take part’ 
on the first section or process that says 
city contest.

They are now on a page that at the top 
has a menu where they select ‘Contest 
Proposals’

Users registered as allies will recieve a 
notificantion to  upvote or comment on 
the proposal regardless of anon/name 
register

They are now on a page with a red 
button at the top ‘New Proposal’ and 
clickable sections of other contents 
proposals at the bottom. They click ‘new 
proposal. 

User has the option of using their log-in 
details for their name or entering a 
psuedonym i.e. anonymously

Title/Body/Attachment

tick box 
with text 
field

Tick box with 
name they 
created with 
in the sign up

Tick with optional text box 
to provide more detail. 
Administrators will be 
alerted. They cannot delete 
comments but can take 
action to hide comments 
they classify as hate speech.



Opens webpage

Landing page

Sign-in Sign-up

Sign-up

Enter name (real name 
optiona)/psuedonym/nickname

/email

Allyship

Tick to support persons and 

submissions concerning:

- LGBTQI+


- anti-racism

- differently abled

- class diversity

Help page on how privacy 
works on the platform

Help page on how allyship 
works on the platform

Tick for privacy stats when 
creating on the platform

Landing page

brief explanation 
parallel to form on 
how long and where 
your data will be 
stored appear on the 
side 

image of what 
notifications look like 
below

brief explanation 
parallel to form on 
how long and where 
your data will be 
stored appear on the 
side 

link to how 
privacy works on 
the platform

link to how 
privacy works on 
the platform


